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WELCOME TO VELOIST RIDES
This is my first venture into publishing 
slightly longer stories with images in a 
magazine style format.

The contributors of Veloist Rides will 
be myself and a mix of other like mind-
ed cycling friends and companies. The 
very simple idea is to bring you content 
you’re interested in seeing by sharing 
rides, stories, artists and products I 
think you’ll enjoy. 

If you like the longer format please let 
me know. If you have ideas for stories 
or want to contribute, let me know. In 
any case I hope you enjoy the content, 
make some new friends and get useful 
information along the way.

Enjoy the Veloist Ride.

-Michael Valenti, Cycling Artist
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My
ride up

La Tour
Eiffel

-Michael Valenti

I was nervous. Did I train enough?

Is my gearing right? What if I have to pee?





These thoughts and so many more 
raced through my mind as I stood with 
my friend Renee on a perfect morning 
in front of the Eiffel Tower in Paris.

Bikes in hand ready to take our turn 
along with hundreds of other cyclists 
that signed up for the once a year ride. 
“Le Tour de L’Eiffel” is what the tour-
ing promotion company called it. And 
when Renee called and said “let’s ride 
the Eiffel” … I jumped at the chance.

The thing is, not many people know 
about it yet and it’s a lottery to get in. 

Once a year since 2017 the Eiffel Tower 
is closed to the public and open to
cyclists. It’s a once in a lifetime ride. 
No, really it is, that’s because they 
won’t let you do it twice. Too many 
people want to do it.







So we stood in line and shuffled our 
way up for our starting time. You can’t 
imagine the rush of adrenaline you 
get when they call your number. “Two 
hundred and five, and two hundred 
and six”, except they said “Deux cent 
cinq et deux cent six” — we heard it the 
third time they called, that’s why the 
adrenaline. We had almost missed our 
time. Not the best start.

They gave us some basic instructions 
mostly about safety and no passing on 
the climbs. Of course that went hand 
in hand with the falling off safety con-
versation. I don’t know if you’ve ever 
seen the Eiffel Tower up close but the 
steel structure that is the Eiffel Tower 
isn’t very wide. So, no passing, no wor-
ries. Not that I had any plans to pass 
anyone. Have you seen the gradient 
on that climb? Impressive. The third 
level climb on the tower is a stagger-
ing 85% average gradient. While it is 
relatively short, it is a bit steeper than 
most of your famous iconic climbs like 
Tourmalet and Alpe d’Huez. Both of 
which I’ve done mind you and didn’t 
pass anyone on those climbs either. For 
safety reasons.

As you follow the markers on the way 
into and up the tower, they use little 
Eiffel Towers as arrows, clever those 
French. It starts getting very real as to 
what you’re about to do. On your
bicycle, the one you ride everyday, you 
will follow steel beams in a winding 
pattern making your way up the tower. 
There are three levels that get increas-
ingly more difficult as you ascend. Now 
I really do need to pee.

In front of me are riders of all sorts 
from pros to enthusiasts like us. I look 
over my shoulder at Renee one last 
time before I turn up the first rise. She 
has a great big smile on her face, damn 
her for being so calm. She yells up to 
me, “you got this.” I nod, kinda smile 
and turn away and say f#$k under my 
breath.

Very much like other climbs you’ve 
done, you can see both above and
below where you are as the switchbacks 
wind upwards. It’s a like a very long 
Disneyland queue except vertically. On 
the first beams up to the lower obser-
vation deck I must admit I didn’t enjoy 
the ride yet. Far too busy staring down 
at the front wheel keeping in line.
Safety first you know. As I approached 
the observation deck I began to relax. 
With much wider lanes for us to ride 
along, I finally looked up.





We made a full circle around level one, 
“Premier Niveau”, and for whatever 
reason, I felt my body just relax. Like 
that good feeling you get when you get 
on your bike in the morning. That nice 
let down because your body knows 
what to do. That hit me and I did smile. 
A real smile this time.

The grade up to level two observation 
deck was much steeper and longer. 
They did have a nice route marked 
out that kept us winding around as we 
steadily climbed the tower. Feeling 
more confident I began to look around. 
I trusted my bike would stay on the 
rails and I just began to ride.

Beyond the great views of Paris the
biggest thing I noticed was how
quiet it was up there. Except for a little 
whistling wind and the cooing of the 
French pigeons, Paris was very quiet 
for a change.

I took out my iPhone for a selfie. Yes, 
don’t take selfies on the climb was in 
the safety briefing but I did anyway. 
Come on how could you not? We need 
to have some proof beyond a Strava 
post that it happened. I know you
understand. But when the loud speaker 
blared “Non Selfies!”, I understood that 
French. I put away my phone and spent 
the next five minutes thinking, “how 
did they know?” Maybe the pigeons are 
really little spy cameras.

“Holy crap, I’m riding up 
the Eiffel Tower.”



On the second observation deck there 
was enough room to let Renee pass me. 
She was clearly loving this and I didn’t 
want to hold her back on the final
ascent to the peak. She was eager to 
pass and continued straight up that 
85% monster as if it was nothing. 
Clearly her training was spot on and 
she was having a great day. I followed 
at a safe distance. To be sure it was the 
steepest climb I had ever done but with 
the gearing suggested by the tour com-
pany it went rather smoothly. Half way 
up that climb I saw her disappear over 
the top. She made it. Then it hit me.

We have to go down.
I don’t know how you feel but for me 
down is way more scary than up. Ask 
any bike rider and most will agree that 
up is hard work, and down is harder 
work. I was so worried about making it 
up this climb I didn’t put much thought 
into the descent - faster than the speed 
of sound - me screaming all the way - 
descent back to earth. On a four inch 
wide rail of steel. At least it will be over 
quickly.







The body has a funny thing called the 
auto-self preservation mode. It’s the 
thing that kicks in when you stand on 
the edge of a cliff. And take a step back. 
Or ride a bike in London traffic. You 
go on auto pilot and trust your will to 
live is stronger than the voices in your 
head. Mine was. In fact I almost en-
joyed the flight back to French soil at 
light speed. I thought, “that will look 
good on Strava.”

I hit the ground and the momentum 
carried me directly into the Eiffel
Tower Tour Gift Shop. Big surprise, no. 
I dismounted and caught up to Renee. 
She was buying a photo of herself tak-
en by their photographers, the pigeons 
no doubt, of her amazing ascent. I 
declined my photo because it was me 
taking a photo of me. I already had that 
shot.

We ended our ride in a nearby cafe, 
reliving every inch of climbing, while 
off in the distance we could hear the 
screams of joy as riders crested the top 
of the Eiffel Tower in glorious
victory for a ride that only comes
once in a lifetime.

Vive la Tour Eiffel.

Michael Valenti is a Veloist.
He is a cycling artist, traveler, story
teller, father, husband, grower of
veggies and Pop Pop.

He creates graphic cycling posters and 
artwork based on the iconic races,
places and faces of cycling. He is always 
up for a private commission or a bike 
ride, which ever you fancy.

You can find him at      veloist.com
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